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Secret.BJ)' Peter Maggiore
New Mexico Bn"iron.mcnt Department

Santh¥e.NM

VIA FAX . 827-2836

Dear Secrc:ta.ty Maggiore:

Thank you for agreeing to meet with us on Thw-sday, JuJy 26 at J :00 p.m. We look forward to a
useful discussion about important issues related to the Waste Isolation Pilot .Plant (WIPP).
We w11nted to provide you with a brief summary of the major issues that we would like to

discuss so that you can be prepared to tespond to our conc:c:ms.
1. At our meeting last °"ember 8. we, di1Cused our panpec:tive that sin~ our organiz.alians
represent thousands of New Mexicans tha1 there should be some straightforward way for NMED
to recognize that fact without the need for hundreds of people to contact NMBD ou each of
OOE's many pemut modifi~tion tvquests. You promised to develop some mechanies to
reco~ significant public interest in WIPP. "While we believe that some NMED staff have
been more responsive to our concems durina recent months. we still want to understand what
mechanisms yo"' use to detennine public interest 111 a modification and how we can work
together to facilitate effective public involvement.

As a related matter. we thank you for approvinaour Rquest to extend the public comment period
untiJ September 28 an the pending 00.E clus 3 modification.
2. We remain very concerned about Department of Energy {DOE) planJ to cxpmd WlPPincluding characterizing waste at WIPP, substantially increasing aurfaee storage. bringina
remote-handled waste, disposing of PCB waste. among othen. The proposals threaten public
health and the environment. Wo want lo continue to discuss our oppo,ition to those plans.
including how the expansions will inexorably lead to further dangerous activities that should not
be allowed at WJPP. We also want to discuss the NM.ED public putic:ipation process for tlu,se
and related issues and make some sugestiom for improvements.
3. We are also very concerned about .OOE's resistance to regulatory authority and NMED's

apparent re!uctance to use stronaer measures which appear to be necessary for DOE to comply
with the letter and spirit of regulations. For example. DOE continues ro submit inadeqww, and
incomplete modification requests and ra n,submit them until NMBD approves them. Further.
the Idaho Nati011al Engincerina and Environmental Labonatol)' (l.NBEL) used characterization
equipment that wu not c::er1ified by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for months on
hvndreds of drums that were shipped. to WIPP before the BPA was informed. We would like to
discl.lSs what action NMED will take to address the systematic problem of INEEL rushing to ship
waste to WIPP and shortcutting regulatory requirements.
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4. We continue to be concerned that DOB is still usin,g Pan~· whidl endangers workers and
the public. We would like to discuss why NM.ED appeats to be unwiJting to encourage DOB to
begin using Panel 2.

,:."--·

Again, we look forward to a prt>ductivo moeuna oo July 26.
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